Sovereign wealth funds are government controlled investment vehicles that invest in corporations around the world. While there is some concern about politically motivated investment and complaints about the lack of accountability and transparency there is little analysis of the investments that are actually made by sovereign wealth funds. We use t tests, logit and tobit in analysis of the Singapore based investments of Temasek Holdings, a sovereign fund controlled by the Singapore Government. The analysis is based on disclosures appearing in the annual reports of a sample of listed Singapore companies over the period 2000 to 2004. It is found that Temasek favours investment in larger listed companies with low levels of director blockholding. Further, the level of investment in a particular company is positively related with size and negatively related with director blockholding and the proportion of independent directors on the board.
Introduction and Discussion
Sovereign wealth funds have become an important investor class across the financial markets of the world though there are some differences between this investor class and the better-known asset managers, private equity funds and hedge funds.
While sovereign investment vehicles include central banks (monetary authorities), sovereign stabilization funds, sovereign savings funds, government investment corporations and affiliated corporate entities, sovereign wealth funds generally fall within the classification of sovereign stabilization fund or sovereign savings fund (Butt et. al., 2008) .
1 Blundell-Wignall et. al. (2008, p. 2) describe sovereign investment funds as "… pools of assets owned and managed directly or indirectly by governments to achieve national objectives." This description focuses on the ultimate control of the fund and the possibility of political interference in financial markets by powerful politically motivated sovereign wealth funds has been noted in the literature (Truman, 2007) .
2 Alternatively, Butt et. al.(2008) defines these funds in terms of how the funds were generated, stating that these funds are "… government created investment vehicles that are typically funded by commodity export revenues or the transfer of assets directly from official foreign exchange reserves… " (Butt et. al., 2008, p.73 ).
This suggests a longer term motivation for the creation and maintenance of wealth, with a view to transferring current wealth to future generations. These definitions suggest considerable variation in the management of sovereign wealth funds. A sovereign wealth fund designed to meet political initiatives will behave quite differently from a fund that creates wealth for future generations or one that is set up for stabilization purposes.
Perhaps the most direct way of studying sovereign wealth fund investment is to analyse the investments that a fund makes but this is rarely possible as the sovereign wealth funds are generally reticent to divulge information about how they dropped from the analysis due to incomplete data.
The variables collected for each of the Singapore firms included in the sample can be allocated to the broad classifications, performance, risk, liquidity and governance. Return on equity (ROE) is used to capture firm performance. Market to book value (MTBV) is included both as a measure of performance and also to capture the possibility of an investment bias towards value firms, as distinct from growth firms. The two risk variables used in the study include equity beta (BETA), which captures risk relative to the Singapore equity market, and a solvency ratio defined as the ratio of shareholders funds to totals assets (SOLVENCY). We use a measure of firm size, defined as the natural log of the market value of firm assets, to capture the impact of liquidity (LMV) as larger firms tend to be more liquid that smaller firms. Board size is estimated using the natural log of the number of directors on the board (LBSIZE). Further, it is not uncommon for directors to be allocated shares and options in the company. This can help to align director and shareholder incentives.
The percentage of directors on the board with shares in the company (DIRSHARES) and the percentage of directors on the board with options in the company (DIROPTS) are included to capture this incentive alignment effect. Table 1 , these do not appear to lead to multicollinearity problems in later analysis.
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Analysis
The analysis of the Temasek investment in Singapore companies includes univariate tests, t tests and Mann Whitney non-parametric tests, logit analysis of the propensity for Temasek to maintain investment in particular Singapore companies and tobit analysis of the proportion of shares that Temask chooses to hold in the company.
While it is important to understand the differences that exist between those companies that Temasek invests in and those that it chooses not to invest in it is also important to get some sence of what marks a company as being suitable for Temasek investment and logit analysis is relied upon to address this question. Tobit is used in analysis of the determinants of the level of ownership in the company and this is quite a different, though important, question. Pooled logit and tobit are used in the analysis that follow.
Univariate comparisons
Univariate tests of the differences that exist between firms with Temasek Holdings shareholding (Temasek companies) and those without are reported in Table   2 . The average for each of the variables for these two groups is report in Table 2 along with the two-tailed probability from a t test ( is not evident for non-Temasek companies over the period of the study.
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Logit analysis
We use the logit model of discrete choice in modelling the determinants of Temasek investment choice (Greene, 2003) . The probability of a Singapore firm in our sample being a Temasek investment (TEMASEK_INV)is defined as follows: Thus, while there are considerable differences identified between the Temasek companies and the remainder of the sampled companies in the t tests reported in Table   2 , size and director blockholding are the key variables explaining the likelihood of a listed Singapore company being a Temasek company. Temasek's investment in larger companies seems reasonable given its focus on creating wealth in the future.
These companies are reasonably liquid companies with good prospects. Further, the tendency to avoid investing in companies with greater levels of director blockholders results in investing in companies that are fairly widely held. Temasek appears to favour maintaining a controlling interest in the companies it invests in rather than sharing control with other groups such as founding families.
Tobit analysis
Random effects panel data based tobit analysis is used explore the variation in the proportion of the shares acquired in particular Temasek companies (Greene, 2003) . The tobit model is a censored regression model in that the investment in Singapore companies can be viewed as a two step process. First, Temasek must decide whether to invest in the company and then once this decision is made it must then decide on the level of investment that should be made in the company. The Holdings may not need to maintain the same level of control over the company's listed shares that would be required for a company where governance is not so strong.
Conclusions
The activities of Sovereign wealth funds has generated some discussion in recent times though there is very little known about the investment activities of these funds. In this paper we analyse the characteristics and behaviour of Singapore Listed 
Table 1 Descriptive Statistics
The descriptive statistics, mean, median, standard deviation, maximum and minimum, are reported for the pooled sample of companies listed on the Singapore stock exchange spanning the period from 2000 to 2004. The number of pooled observations is 523. TEMASEKHLD, is the proportion of the shares in the company held by Temasek Holdings, ROE is the return on equity, MTBV is the Market to book value of equity, BETA is the risk of the share relative to the Singapore equity market, SOLVENCY is the ratio of shareholders funds to totals assets. LMV is the market value of firm assets, CONCSHR is the percentage of shares held by the top 20 shareholders, DIRBLK is a count of the number of directors with control of more than 5% of the company's shares, INDDIR is the percentage of independent directors on the board, LBSIZE natural log of the number of directors on the board, DIRSHARES is the percentage of directors on the board with shares in the company and DIROPTS is the percentage of directors on the board with options in the company, Avg. 
Panel C, Correlations for explanatory variables using pooled data, 2000 through 2004
Correlation coefficients are calculated using pooled data for the years 2000 to 2004 inclusive. ROE is the return on equity, MTBV is the Market to book value of equity, BETA is the risk of the share relative to the Singapore equity market, SOLVENCY is the ratio of shareholders funds to totals assets. LMV is the market value of firm assets, CONCSHR is the percentage of shares held by the top 20 shareholders, DIRBLK is a count of the number of directors with control of more than 5% of the company's shares, INDDIR is the percentage of independent directors on the board, LBSIZE natural log of the number of directors on the board, DIRSHARES is the percentage of directors on the board with shares in the company and DIROPTS is the percentage of directors on the board with options in the company. * (+) statistically significant at the 5% (10%) level of significance. Temasek firms. The second column contains the mean for the remaining firms in the sample and the last is the two tailed t test probability. The sample counts are reported in Panel B of Table 1 above. ROE is the return on equity, MTBV is the Market to book value of equity, BETA is the risk of the share relative to the Singapore equity market, SOLVENCY is the ratio of shareholders funds to totals assets. LMV is the market value of firm assets, CONCSHR is the percentage of shares held by the top 20 shareholders, DIRBLK is a count of the number of directors with control of more than 5% of the company's shares, INDDIR is the percentage of independent directors on the board, LBSIZE natural log of the number of directors on the board, DIRSHARES is the percentage of directors on the board with shares in the company and DIROPTS is the percentage of directors on the board with options in the company. * (+) statistically significant at the 5% (10%) level of significance. Table 4 Tobit analysis of Temasek shareholding Singapore firms
The results from pooled random effects tobit analysis for the years 2000 to 2004 inclusive are reported below. Analysis focuses on explaining the proportion of the Temasek company shares that are owned by Temasek Holdings. ROE is the return on equity, MTBV is the Market to book value of equity, BETA is the risk of the share relative to the Singapore equity market, SOLVENCY is the ratio of shareholders funds to totals assets. LMV is the market value of firm assets, CONCSHR is the percentage of shares held by the top 20 shareholders, DIRBLK is a count of the number of directors with control of more than 5% of the company's shares, INDDIR is the percentage of independent directors on the board, LBSIZE natural log of the number of directors on the board, DIRSHARES is the percentage of directors on the board with shares in the company and DIROPTS is the percentage of directors on the board with options in the company. * (+) statistically significant at the 5% (10%) level of significance. 
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